CIRCULAR

At present while applying for obtaining construction permits for the buildings before setting up industries, the industries are required to apply online through a Common Application Form of Municipal Corporations of Delhi (CAF MCD) which also includes application for obtaining Consent To Establish as required under Air (Prevention and Pollution Control) Act, 1981 and Water (Prevention and Pollution Control) Act, 1974. It has been noted that majority of the industries that are being setup in NCT of Delhi are of ‘White category’ i.e. of non-polluting in nature and the nature of activities do change frequently depending on the demand of the market in the buildings constructed on plots allotted in various industrial areas. Hence, it is felt that requirement of Consent To Establish/ Acknowledgement for White Category of industries at the time of construction of the building is not a necessity.

Accordingly, to reduce the number of processes, duration and cost of processing of applications for construction permits, the requirement of obtaining and applying for Consent To Establish/ Acknowledgement for White category of industries at the time applying for construction permit of buildings is hereby done away with.

This circular come into effect immediately and will operate till further orders.

(Arun Mishra)
Member Secretary

To:
1. All Cell In-charges

Copy To:
1. PS to Chairman, DPCC
2. Nodal Officer, MCD for Construction Permits
3. IT Cell for uploading on website of DPCC